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REPORT: The Hague Roundtable on Climate & Security
meeting, at the Embassy of Vietnam in The Hague, the Netherlands on 4 Dec. 2018
www.hagueroundtable.com On Twitter: @HagueRoundtable

Adaptation to climate impacts is becoming more prominent in discussions among scientists and diplomats – especially
within initiatives that may offer both adaptation and mitigation benefits. The Embassy of Vietnam to the Netherlands
hosted some 55 representatives from 22 countries and 14 organizations on 4 December 2018 as they shared strategies on
adaptation to climate change in the 8th meeting of The Hague Roundtable. “We can’t do it (adaptation) alone” was a theme
in discussions that examined existing and potential cooperation at national, regional and global levels. Key points were
made in cooperation over water resources in the region, and it was highlighted that there are not absolute sustainable
strategies in agricultural and development adaptation. New approaches need to be flexible upon implementation, while
taking into account multiple and changing environmental factors, as well as a various groups of stakeholders.

This report features key meeting takeaways and links to presentations PDFs. The next Roundtable is expected in Q2 of
2019 at a venue to be announced. For more information on the Roundtable initiative, contact Roundtable organizer Matt
Luna at mluna@envirosecurity.org or visit the website at hagueroundtable.com
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Organizations and governments represented
Embassy of Algeria
Embassy of Austria
Embassy of Bangladesh
Embassy of Cameroon
Embassy of Chile
Clingendael
Deltares
Embassy of France
Embassy of Germany
Global Center on Adaptation
IHE Delft Institute for Water Education
Institute for Environmental Security (IES)
Embassy of Indonesia
Embassy of Iraq
Embassy of Kenya
Embassy of Lithuania
Embassy of Malaysia
Embassy of Mexico
The MIDES (Microbial Desalination) Project

NL Ministry of Infrastructure & Water Management
Netherlands Ministry of Defence
PHB Development
Embassy of Poland
Red Cross Climate Centre
Embassy of Saudi Arabia
Embassy of Switzerland
TU Delft
Embassy of Thailand
Embassy of Tunisia
Embassy of Ukraine
Embassy of the United States
University of Wageningen
Embassy of Vietnam
Vietnam Ministry of Finance
Vietnam Ministry of Environment and Nat. Resources
Vietnam Ministry of Science and Technology
World Resources Institute (WRI)

Agenda of the meeting
• Welcome by the Ambassador of Vietnam to the Netherlands, H.E. Mrs. Ngo Thi Hoa
• Meeting kick off with Matt Luna, Roundtable organizer, and Wouter Veening, Chairman, IES
• Projects from the Vietnam National Scientific Program to respond to climate change & future cooperation,
Vietnam Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources, Ministry of Sci. and Tech., and Ministry of Finance
• Innovation and farmers adapting to climate change in Mekong Delta, Thi Minh Hoang Vo, Wageningen Univ.
• Water and climate cooperation in Asia: Progress and future of Mekong Delta Plan with Vietnam and the
Netherlands, Robbert Moree, NL Ministry for Infrastructure and Water Management
• Dynamics of water cooperation and diplomacy in Asia, Susanne Schmeier, IHE Delft Inst. for Water Education
• The Global Center on Adaptation in the NL: Climate cooperation on global political agenda, and UN Climate
Action Summit in Sept. 2019. What can countries contribute? Michel van Winden, the Global Center/NL MFA
• Hot topics: Climate change seasons of storms, floods, and sea level rise; Dennis Wagenaar Deltares
• Compiling observations and recommendations for global cooperation and innovation on hot topics
• Sharing of results and open discussion
• Networking lunch

*Assistance in organizing Roundtable provided by Marius Stemmer, BSc student at the University of Leiden
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Roundtable welcome remarks by the Ambassador of Vietnam to the Netherlands,
H.E. Ms. Ngo Thi Hoa
On behalf of the Embassy of Vietnam, it is my pleasure to extend a warm welcome to all the distinguished
participants attending this Roundtable on Climate change and Security. For all of us, climate change is now a reality and a
challenge of what we will face in the future. This is a shared problem in need of a global and multilateral solution matter
that needs to be addressed by all nations working together by sharing experiences, knowledge, financial support,
technology and all kinds of resources.
As you already know, the Asia - Pacific region is a frequent victim of climate change related natural disasters.
Vietnam is among the world’s countries most affected by climate change. Climate change is likely to have implications for
countries in sea level rise, extreme weather events, food security, etc. It is not only an environmental issue but also a
development issue, which has enormous economic and social consequences.
In Vietnam, climate change impacts are serious challenges to the driving forces of poverty reduction, the
realization of millennium goals and the country’s sustainable development. Vietnam’s Mekong Delta is one of the world’s
three most vulnerable deltas, together with the Nile Delta in Egypt and the Ganges Delta in Bangladesh to the sea level
rise.
Fully aware of serious impacts of climate change on the country’s sustainable development, the Vietnamese
Government has joined and approved the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the
Kyoto Protocol, at the same time directing its agencies to complete the system of legal documents as the legal foundation
for preventing and mitigating natural disasters and coping with climate change. These include the National Goal Program
on Climate Change, the Green Growth Strategy, the Renewable Energy Development Strategy 2016 - 2030.
Vietnam also submitted its Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDC) in September 2015; signed and
ratified the Paris Agreement in April and October 2016 respectively; issued the Paris Climate Change Action Plan to be
carried out by ministries, localities and enterprises. For the past years, many projects have been implemented by the
Government with the cooperation and support of the international partners, including the Netherlands, a strategic partner
of Vietnam in Climate change adaptation and Water management. These efforts have been producing important results
recognized by the international community despite of challenges that we are facing ahead.
At today's roundtable, we have the opportunity to join in presentations and discussion with researchers, experts
and participants from government agencies, education and research institutions, NGOs, private sectors and Embassies on
the current situation in Vietnam and the regions. This roundtable is also a good opportunity for networking and discussion
among participants to raise the awareness and initiatives of climate change, and to open possibility of our future
cooperation in this area. On this occasion, I would like to express our sincere thanks to the Institute for Environment
Security, IHE Delft, and the keynote speakers for your coordination to realize this roundtable. I would also like to thank
the distinguished participants who have accepted our invitations to join this event.
Thank you very much!
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Presentations
Projects from the Vietnam National Scientific Program to respond to climate change & future cooperation:
Pham Nam Hung, Division of GHG emission reduction and ozone layer protection, Vietnam Ministry of Natural Resources
and Environment https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/monre-presentation-04122018.pdf
Innovation and farmers adapting to climate change in Mekong Delta: Thi Minh Hoang Vo, Wageningen Univ.
https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/vo-thi-minh-hoang_presentation-at-roundtable.pdf
Water and climate cooperation in Asia – Progress and future of Mekong Delta Plan with Vietnam and the Netherlands:
Robbert Moree, NL Ministry for Infrastructure and Water Management
https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/2018-11-19-vietnam-water-climate-seminar-vn-embassy.pdf
Dynamics of water cooperation and diplomacy in Asia: Susanne Schmeier, IHE Delft Institute for Water Education
https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/2018_hagueroundtable_waterdiplomacymekong_schmeier2018
1201.pdf
The Global Center on Adaptation in the NL– Climate cooperation on global political agenda, and UN Climate
Action Summit in Sept. 2019. What can countries contribute? Michel van Winden, the Global Center/Dutch MFA
https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/gca_ppt-dec2018.pdf
Hot topics – Trying to reason with climate change seasons of storms/floods, sea level rise and populations at risk: Dennis
Wagenaar, Deltares https://hagueroundtable.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/roundtable_brief_deltares.pdf
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Selected points from 4 Dec. Roundtable discussions
Observations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We can’t do it (adaptation) alone; effectiveness often requires a regional or global approach
People should have a right to water security
Land subsidence is a growing threat in Vietnam
Renewable energy is needed for various farming machines in Vietnam
The Mekong Delta is considered the center for food and security for the region
There are not enough good adaptation projects in the world, compared to amount of money
Dutch-Vietnamese Delta plan can be an inspiring motor for more regional cooperation
Climate adaptation was not a common term 10 years ago; It’s becoming more recognized and applied
Upstream dam construction is a challenge to regional cooperation and wider sustainable conditions
Innovation may not be the implementation of a new device, but a new way of meeting current needs
Adaptation such as lotus-based farming has low risk of failure – but is risk at market price and labor
Vietnam farmers are changing out of necessity from rice to fish/shrimp, and seeing money benefits
Better management of carbon credits is needed globally

Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nature-based solutions should be prioritized in any adaptation plan, toward sustainable development,
at both local scale and global scales, instead of investing in infrastructure development.
Create a mangrove preservation/management system and agreement with monitoring and payment
compensation system – for adaptation and mitigation to become more nature-based and permanent.
Must work together at all levels on adaptation to limit impacts: national, regional and global.
Offer alternatives to ground water resources for farmers.
Adapt Mekong farming to salty water through diversification of activities and/or methods.
Create more fund management institutions to review new projects/concepts, and award funding.
Focus on adaptation needs more adjustment with more speed and scale considerations.
A “climate lens” should be applied to all new projects, and to modifications of existing projects.
Consider multifunctional livelihood projects to better involve more stakeholders.
Install flexibility in adaptation planning; there is no one absolute solution to addressing climate impacts.
Innovate in fundraising to support adaptation. Look for ways to attract the private sector.
Plan and prioritize humanitarian aid before disasters – with regional cooperation contingencies in place.

Related publications on climate, water and security
Climate Change Adaptation Planning in Vietnam’s Mekong Delta – World Resources Institute
https://www.wri.org/publication/climate-change-adaptation-planning-vietnam-mekong-delta
Exposure to Floods, Climate Change, and Poverty in Vietnam – Bangalore, Smith, Veldkamp
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s41885-018-0035-4
Study finds mangroves may store way more carbon than we thought – mongobay.com
https://news.mongabay.com/2018/05/new-study-finds-mangroves-may-store-way-more-carbon-than-wethought/amp/
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The Hindu Kush Himalaya Assessment: Mountains, Climate Change, Sustainability and People – Various authors
https://www.un-ihe.org/news/new-report-explores-scenarios-rising-temperatures-himalaya
The evolving climate-security agenda: key political events on the horizon – Planetary Security Initiative
https://www.planetarysecurityinitiative.org/news/evolving-climate-security-agenda-key-political-events-horizon
Desperation and Drought: Why Thousands Flee – American Security Project
https://www.americansecurityproject.org/desperation-and-drought-why-thousands-flee/#.XAE37FhLT9k.twitter
Planetary Security in the Caribbean region: Plan of Action on resilience – Planetary Security Initiative
https://www.planetarysecurityinitiative.org/index.php/news/planetary-security-caribbean-region-plan-action-resilience
A Watershed Moment for Iraqi Kurdistan: Subnational Hydropolitics and Regional Stability – New Security Beat
https://www.newsecuritybeat.org/2018/05/watershed-moment-iraqi-kurdistan-subnational-hydropolitics-regionalstability/#disqus_thread
Website: Urbanizing Deltas of the World UDW https://strategic-delta-planning.un-ihe.org/

The Hague Roundtable on Climate & Security is an initiative created and organized by Matt Luna of IHE Delft and the Inst.
for Environmental Security, to share strategies and increase international cooperation on planning for climate risks to
natural resources, food security, migration, drought, natural disasters, and stability of fragile states. hagueroundtable.com
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